
Release Date: September 17, 2019

Changes:

- Typo in View menu fixed


Release Date: June 26, 2019

Changes:

- Add Bad Pixel panel added
- AGC/AEC speed control added
- Trigger delay control added
- Camera Link serial dll detection updated
- COM port and System32 scanning options added
- Download Terminal functionality
- Regional setting of delimiter fixed


Release Date: April 5, 2018

Changes:

- AGC features added
- AEC features added
- SAOI features added
- Python C++ and C# programming samples added
- Application help added

Release Date: September 29, 2016

Changes:

- Python sensor support
- PIV cameras support
- KAC programming samples added
- Connection issues with Matrox framegrabber fixed
- Subsampling issues fixed
- Fine digital gain calculation fixed


Release Date: November 16, 2015

Changes:

- WDR options updated, according the FW changes


Release Date: July 08, 2015

Notes:

- Initial Version

Changes:

- No